
You must cite the control number, which appears in parentheses after the name of the agency that submitted the schedule, and a mailing address. If you would like an appraisal report, please include that in your request.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Margaret Hawkins, Director, by mail at Records Appraisal and Agency Assistance (ACRA); National Archives and Records Administration; 8601 Adelphi Road; College Park, MD 20740–6001, by phone at 301–837–1799, or by email at request.schedule@nara.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Each year, Federal agencies create billions of records on paper, film, magnetic tape, and other media. To control this accumulation, agency records managers prepare schedules proposing retention periods and submit these schedules for NARA’s approval. These schedules provide for timely transfer into the National Archives of historically valuable records and authorize the agency to dispose of all other records after the agency no longer needs them to conduct its business.

Some schedules are comprehensive and cover all the records of an agency or one of its major subdivisions. Most schedules, however, cover records of only one office or program or a few series of records. Many of these update previously approved schedules, and some include records proposed as permanent.

The schedules listed in this notice are media neutral unless otherwise specified. An item in a schedule is media neutral when an agency may apply the disposition instructions to records regardless of the medium in which it creates or maintains the records. Items included in schedules submitted to NARA on or after December 17, 2007, are media neutral unless the item is expressly limited to a specific medium. (See 36 CFR 1225.12(e).)

Agencies may not destroy Federal records without Archivist of the United States’ approval. The Archivist approves destruction only after thoroughly considering the records’ administrative use by the agency of origin, the rights of the Government and of private people directly affected by the Government’s activities, and whether or not the records have historical or other value.

In addition to identifying the Federal agencies and any subdivisions requesting disposition authority, this notice lists the organizational unit(s) accumulating the records (for notes that the schedule has agency-wide applicability when schedules cover records that may be accumulated throughout an agency): provides the control number assigned to each schedule, the total number of schedule items, and the number of temporary items (the records proposed for destruction); and includes a brief description of the temporary records. The records schedule itself contains a full description of the records at the file unit level as well as their disposition. If NARA staff has prepared an appraisal memorandum for the schedule, it also includes information about the records. You may request additional information about the disposition process at the addresses above.

Schedules Pending

1. Department of the Army, Agency-wide (DAA–AU–2016–0045, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Master files of an electronic information system used to track parts and asset shortages in support of depot-level maintenance operations.


5. Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes of Health (DAA–0443–2016–0002, 4 items, 4 temporary items). Administrative technology transfer records including agreements, application files, letters, and progress and sales reports.


7. Department of Justice, Agency-wide (DAA–0060–2017–0004, 1 item, 1 temporary item). Records documenting office and program level annual work plans.

8. Department of the Navy, Agency-wide (DAA–NU–2015–0006, 36 items, 33 temporary items). Records relating to medicine and dentistry including routine correspondence, tissue exam results, diving and hyperbaric medical treatment, dental reports, training, obesity case files and associated records. Proposed for permanent retention are records relating to policy and planning, individual health care files, and reports of medical research.

9. Department of the Navy, Agency-wide (DAA–NU–2015–0008, 35 items, 28 temporary items). Records relating to ordnance management including routine correspondence, deperming and degaussing, ordnance equipment, device calibration, occupational vision tests, and related matters. Proposed for permanent retention are records relating to policy and planning, ordnance technical instructions, logistics programs, ordnance design, technical reports and manuals, harbor defense, and special weapons records.


Laurence Brewer, Chief Records Officer for the U.S. Government.

[F] Monday, January 19, 2017, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

Location: National Archives and Records Administration (NARA); 700

NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

[201–1001–04]

Advisory Committee on the Presidential Library-Foundation Partnerships

AGENCY: National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).

ACTION: Notice of Federal Advisory Committee meeting change.

SUMMARY: In accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. appendix 2), the National Archives and Records Administration announces an upcoming Advisory Committee on Presidential Library-Foundation Partnerships meeting.

DATES: The meeting will be Thursday, February 23, 2017, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

Location: National Archives and Records Administration (NARA); 700
Pennsylvania Avenue NW., Room 105; Washington, DC 20408.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Denis Lebeck, by telephone at 301–837–3250, or by email at denise.lebeck@nara.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The original notice about this meeting stated it was scheduled for February 29, 2017, at 10:00 a.m. (see 81 FR 94426, December 23, 2016). However, that was an incorrect date. This notice changes the meeting date to February 23, 2017, to reflect the actual meeting date.

The meeting’s purpose is to discuss the Presidential Library program and topics related to public-private partnerships between Presidential Libraries and Presidential Foundations. The meeting is open to the public. Meeting attendees may enter from the Pennsylvania Avenue entrance, and must show photo identification to enter. No visitor parking is available at the Archives building; however, there are commercial parking lots and metered curb parking nearby.

Patrice Little Murray,
Committee Management Officer.

[FR Doc. 2017–01155 Filed 1–18–17; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 7515–01–P

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[Docket No. 50–59; NRC–2017–0007]

Texas A&M University

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact; issuance.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is considering the issuance of a license amendment to Facility Operating License No. R–23, held by the Texas A&M University (TAMU or the licensee) for the Aerojet General Nucleonics Model 201–Modified (AGN–201M) reactor facility located in the Zachry Engineering Center on the TAMU College Station Campus, Brazos County, Texas. The amendment would delete from the technical specifications (TSs) the Zachry Engineering Center location that constituted the reactor facility for the AGN–201M reactor and associated components. The reactor, associated components, and its special nuclear material (SNM) have been removed from the Zachry Engineering Center and temporarily stored at the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, in Brazos County, Texas, where TAMU operates another reactor. The license amendment would also delete the license conditions requiring a physical security plan (PSP) and TSs requiring procedures that implement the security plan and audits of the PSP and its implementing procedures as the SNM possession limit in the license is below the quantity of material that requires a security plan.

If approved, removal of the Zachry Engineering Center from the TSs would allow the unrestricted use of the rooms where the AGN–201M reactor, its associated components and its byproduct and SNM were formerly located. The NRC is issuing an environmental assessment (EA) and finding of no significant impact (FONSI) associated with the proposed license amendment.

DATES: The EA and FONSI are available as of January 19, 2017.

ADDRESSES: Please refer to Docket ID NRC–2017–0007 when contacting the NRC about the availability of information regarding this document. You may obtain publicly available information related to this document using any of the following methods:

- FederalRulemaking Web site: Go to http://www.regulations.gov and search for Docket ID NRC–2017–0007. Address questions about NRC dockets to Carol Gallagher; telephone: 301–415–3463; email: Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov. For technical questions, contact the individual listed in the FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT section of this document.

- NRC’s Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS): You may obtain publicly available documents online in the ADAMS Public Documents collection at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html. To begin the search, select “ADAMS Public Documents” and then select “Begin Web-based ADAMS Search.” For problems with ADAMS, please contact the NRC’s Public Document Room (PDR) reference staff at 1–800–397–4209, 301–415–4737, or by email to pdr.resource@nrc.gov.

- NRC’s PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at the NRC’s PDR, Room 1F–21, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland 20852.


SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction

The NRC is considering the issuance of a license amendment to Facility Operating License No. R–23, held by TAMU, which would delete (1) part of TS S.3, removing the Reactor Room, Control Room and Accelerator Room in the Zachry Engineering Center as a storage location for the AGN–201M reactor and associated components and allowing the unrestricted use of the Zachry Engineering Center that was the former location of the AGN–201M reactor; (2) license conditions 2.C.(3) and 2.D, removing the requirement that the licensee maintain a PSP; and (3) TS 6.4.3.c and parts of TS 6.6.f, removing requirements for procedures that implement the PSP and audits of the PSP and implementing procedures. The facility is located in the Zachry Engineering Center on the TAMU campus, Brazos County, Texas.

The licensee submitted its license amendment request by letter dated November 21, 2016 (ADAMS Accession No. ML16326A447), as supplemented by letters dated December 16 and 20, 2016 (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML16352A000, ML16351A502, and ML17011A079); and January 9 and 11, 2017 (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML17010A057 and ML17012A069). The NRC staff prepared an EA to document its environmental findings related to the proposed license amendment in accordance with section 51.21 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR). Based on the results of the environmental review conducted for this EA, the NRC staff did not identify any significant environmental impacts associated with the proposed action and is, therefore, issuing a FONSI in accordance with 10 CFR 51.32.

II. Environmental Assessment

Facility Locations and Previous Actions

The Zachry Engineering Center, located on the TAMU College Station Campus, in Brazos County, Texas housed the AGN–201M reactor as well as offices and laboratories in which radiological materials were used in support of reactor operations. The AGN–201M has a power rating of 5 watts, thermal and uses a polyethylene and uranium dioxide plate type fuel with a uranium-235 enrichment of less than 20%. The reactor core is cooled by natural convection and therefore, the reactor does not have an external cooling loop. Texas A&M University purchased the AGN reactor in 1957 and moved it to the Zachry Engineering Center in 1972. The AGN–201M reactor was located on the ground floor in the
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